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Triptych, oil (est) on wood panel , transferred to masonite
Dimensions:

Center panel

H: 39 cm (15-3/8") W: 31.5 cm (12 3/8")
9 mm (3/8")
Thickness panel:
Panel and cradle: 2.9 cm (1 1/8")

Left panel

H: 39 cm (15-3/8") W: 15.9 cm (6-1/4")
Thickness panel:

Right panel

9 mm (3/8")

H: 39 cm (15-3/8") W: 15.7 cm (6-3/16")
Thickness panel: 9 mm (3/8")

Distinguishing Marks:

Center panel, reverse -- white, printed NGA label with typing: NO.

1110/YEAR 1939/ ARTIST Altdorfer, Albrecht / TITLE triptych Center: Temptation and Fall of Man / Kress Collection"; printed in
black crayon (est.): "CA 3724".

Left panel, front -- A Latin inscription painted in red-brown oil
(est.) with gray-black underpainting, on a white painted band across
the top of the image: "[H]V[I] [S]ANAS MEN[T]ES [FEBRIS] / QVVM
BACCHIC[A] /TVRBAT".

(The letters appearing in brackets are illegible

but can be found in the catalogue entry.)

Reverse -- Same NGA label as that on center, except for TITLE

which reads: "triptych-Right: the Rule of Mars"; also "CA 3724" as
above.

Right panel, front -- Inscription similar to that on left, reading:
"[T]VNC [DV]RIT[ER] [PACT]VM/ MISCET MARS IMPIV[S] / ORB[E]M
Reverse --Same NGA label at that on center, except for TITLE which

reads: "Triptych-Right: the Rule of Mars"; also "CA 3724" as above.
Previous treatment:

According to the Kress Collection catalogue of Non-Italian

paintings by Colin Eisler, the central panel once existed as two

separate images executed on the reverse of the two side panels.

The

original central panel, lost by the late ninetheenth-century, could

have represented the Reign of Venus. In its original state, then, the
shuttered triptych depicting the origin of sin would open up to reveal
the consequences of that sin, which put mankind at the mercy of the
gods.
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After 1930 the wings were cut

through, back from front, and Adam

and Eve were joined to form the center panel. The triptych was transferred to masonite by William Suhr c.1950, at which time it was also

veneered and cleaned and the center panel was cradled. This
information comes from Eisler; however, the transfer is confirmed by
careful examination with the microscope.
Graphic Records:

Panchromatic overall of triptych and infrared details of side

panels, 1955; panchromatic of x-radiographs, 1984. X-radiographs: 30
kv, 50 MA, 8 sec., 2 plates, 1984.

SUMMARY

All three panels have been transferred from wood onto masonite
supports. A thin layer of vertical grained wood remains between the
masonite panel and what appears to be the original ground. There are
numerous paint/ground losses throughout the center panel, and numerous
scattered smaller losses in the side panels, especially in the areas of

the inscriptions. Most of the losses run vertically, as does the
extensive raised crackle on all three images. The center panel is also

afflicted with vertical blistering, although there do not appear to be
any insecurities at this time.
SUPPORT

Construction: All three panels consist of a sheet of masonite finished

on five sides with a mahogany (est.) veneer. A cradle has been applied
to the back of the center panel, consisting of five fixed vertical
members and five sliding horizontal members, the latter of which have

been glued into place. The sliding members serve no purpose in any
case since masonite would not take on a convex warp like an ordinary
wood panel.

It is not clear whether Suhr glued the members himself,

intending the cradle to be nothing more than an auxillary support, or
whether they were glued at a later date.
Condition:

The panels appear to be in excellent condition with no

signs of any checks, warps, or other deformations. The x-radiograph of

the center panel confirms that the image is divided into two members of
equal size. The x-radiograph also reveals a split in the original wood
layer of the left member which starts approximately 7 cm. from the top
edge and runs within 1/2 cm. of and almost parallel to the join. There
is also what appears to be a long check near the top left corner in the
Bacchus wing, (see x-ray photograph).
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PAINT/GROUND

Construction: The medium appears to be oil, although no analysis has
been conducted. The center panel is painted in a thin fluid paste with

glazes and bits of impasto in the foliage. The foliage abutts the
figures, which were executed first. No underdrawing or design changes

can be seen with the infrared vidicon, but the x-radiograph reveals
pentimenti around Adam's shoulders, arms, hands, and feet, and Eve's
right arm, leg, and foot.

It appears that the artist overlapped the

background colors onto the figures in order to refine their contours,
and in the case of the feet and Adam's right hand, greatly reduce their
proportions.

The two wings are more thinly painted, but still with bits of

impasto in the foliage and details. Both panels have extensive underdrawing, possibly in graphite (est.), which can be seen with the
infrared vidicon.

It is interesting to note that the underdrawing in

the wings is much more evident than on the Adam and Eve panel.
It is difficult to tell whether or not the images have been cut
down from their original size. The only edge which is clearly original
is the right edge of the Bacchus wing, which retains a small length of
barb. The existing edges are compositionally correct, however, and
there is no evidence to suggest that the dimensions of the images have

been altered to a significant degree.
Condition: There are many large vertical losses on both sides of the
central panel. There are large losses to the left of and above Adam's
head, through his chest, and around his lower right leg. Long vertical
losses run from the right of Eve's head and continue down along her
left arm. There is a large circular loss in her right calf. The

losses seem to have been the result of a severe blistering problem,
which was probably the reason the transfer was carried out.

The

surface is still afflicted with vertical blistering and raised crackle,

although at present there are no apparent instabilities.
There are a number of smaller, scattered losses in the two side

panels. There are many small losses along the top edge in the inscription, which appear to be the result of flaking. The only other sig-

nificant losses appear above and to the right of Mars' head, and
through his right arm. Both images have a slightly wrinkled appearance

and exhibit a pattern of long, vertical raised crackle. There is no

evidence of insecurities in the ground/paint layers.
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SURFACE COATING

Construction: The image is coated with what appears to be a natural
resin varnish.

Condition: The varnish is slightly yellowed, and significantly cloudy
and crazed.
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